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Who are we?
We are Sander & Natascha Vos and are the owners of Valenta. Married in 1998 and always
wanted to be both entrepreneurs. In 2002 we got the opportunity to start a company together.
With our parents, we started from their home, the garage as a logistics center and the kitchen
table as our desk and a growing toddler.  

Mobile Lifestyle
Our vision is to be a brand for your "mobile lifestyle". Almost everyone has a Smartphone, Tablet
or Laptop. We want to make sure you have functional, beautiful accessories to protect your
devices and identify yourself with the beautiful products at the same time.

More than just a brand
With our enormous wealth of knowledge in quality, design, production and our worldwide network
in sales, we offer an unique concept to the consumer, retailer, distributor and business customers.
In addition to our expertise, we are much more than just a brand. Because of our positive outlook
and passion on life, we also try to give back to humanity, by supporting good causes. Our focus
groups are the poor, widows and the orphans. This is what really drives us.

Our dream is that Valenta will be known to every consumer.

 Will you join the adventure?

Sander & Natascha Vos

We Are Valenta



CARD WALLET STAND MAGSAFE  



CARD WALLET STAND MAGSAFE  

SRP 29,95 EURO

Card Wallet Stand MagSafe
Dutch design

Vegan Leather
 in Black, Creme and Metallic

Rose

3 slots
RFID Protected

MagSafe Compatible
Adjustable Stand

 
Card Wallets holds up to 3

cards
Slim design

Snaps on all covers with
MagSafe Technology



CARD WALLET MAGSAFE BLACK 

SRP 29,95 EURO

Card Wallet MagSafe
Dutch design

Black Genuine Leather

4 slots inside 
RFID Protected

MagSafe Compatible
 

Card Wallets holds up to 4
cards

Slim design
Snaps on all covers with

MagSafe Technology



Cardprotector MagSafe
Aluminum

 

RFID Protected
MagSafe Compatible

Safety lock on top
 

Holds up to 
6 cards - Slim design

Snaps on all iPhones or Back
Covers with MagSafe

Technology

SRP 39,95 EURO

CARDPROTECTOR ALUMINIUM MAGSAFE 



CARDPROTECTOR ALUMINIUM MAGSAFE 

4 COLORS
PACKAGING 2 OPTIONS: 
RETAIL BOX  OR GIFT BOX



Cardprotector MagSafe
Aluminum Titanium Colors

 

RFID Protected
MagSafe Compatible

Safety lock on top
In the Apple 15 Pro Colors

 
Holds up to 

6 cards - Slim design
Snaps on all iPhones or Back

Covers with MagSafe
Technology

SRP 45,- EURO

CARDPROTECTOR ALUMINIUM MAGSAFE TITANIUM COLORS 



CARDPROTECTOR ALUMINIUM MAGSAFE MONEY CLIP 



CARDPROTECTOR ALUMINIUM MAGSAFE MONEY CLIP 

Cardprotector MagSafe
Aluminum Money Clip

 

RFID Protected
MagSafe Compatible

Safety lock on top
 

Holds up to 6 cards 
Slim design

Snaps on all iPhones or Back
Covers with MagSafe

Technology

In Black and Grey

SRP 45 EURO



CARDPROTECTOR ALUMINIUM AIRTAG CASH BELT 

Cardprotector Aluminum 
with AirTag Holder

and Card Band
 

RFID Protected
AirTag Holder

Safety lock on top
 

Holds up to 12 cards in total
and Cash Elastic Band

Slim design

In Black

SRP 49,95 EURO



CARDPROTECTOR ALUMINIUM AIRTAG CASH BELT 



CARD CASE PLUS AIRTAG



Valenta's unique leather black AirTag card holder has
a preformed holder for the Apple AirTag on the front.

This AirTag ensures that you can quickly trace your
cardholder. The ultimate solution for someone who

often loses their cards or wallet! The AirTag holder is
perfectly held in place by the preformed holder and

closing push button. On the outside there is room for a
total of 4 extra compartments for your cards and in the
aluminum holder there is also room for 6-7 cards. The
holder has a sliding system at the bottom, so that the

cards come up in a smooth movement. The 6-7 cards in
the aluminum holder are protected against skimming
by the anti-RFID technology. The card holder has a

leather luxury finish. With this card holder you can show
up in style. Available in brown.

Details:
•Genuine Leather

•RFID aluminum holder
•Black

•Space total 10-11 passes

SRP 39,95 EURO

CARD CASE PLUS AIRTAG



CARD WALLET AIRTAG



The very stylish compact AirTag card holder
from Valenta has a minimalist design and is
very light in weight. The black card holder is

handmade and made of premium quality
leather. Anti-RFID material has also been

applied, which protects your cards against
skimming. The credit card holder has 6 card

slots and a middle compartment for some bills.
In total, this card wallet AirTag can store

approx. 7 - 8 cards. The preformed AirTag
holder and closing push button keep the Apple

AirTag perfectly in place. This option with
AirTag allows you to quickly find or trace your

card holder. Available in balk and brown.

•Genuine Leather
•Black

•Anti-RFID
•AirTag holder

CARD WALLET AIRTAG 

SRP 39,95 EURO



KEY ORGANIZER



The Valenta Key Organizer is a beautiful and practical accessory. The unique locking mechanism
makes it possible to bundle up to 7 keys in an organized manner. The leather strap prevents your

keys from leaving scratches where you don't want them.

KEY ORGANIZER

SRP 24,95 EURO



AIRTAG CASES



The AirTag case from Valenta has a
sleek design. You simply slide the

AirTag into the pre-shaped holder on
the front, so that it fits perfectly and

always stays in place. The AirTag
holder is closed at the back and open

at the front. The super handy
carabiner ensures that the AirTag

hanger is securely attached to your
bag, backpack or other items.

Available in the 5 colors from the
SNAP* series. The black, gray and blue
version are made of leather and the

pink and purple version in Vegan
leather.

AIRTAG CASES

SRP 19,95 EURO



CARD WALLET BELT COIN



The belt / bag wallet is a unique Valenta product
and made of genuine leather and specially made

to wear on your belt or to attach to your
crossbody / handbag. On the back of this wallet
is a 5 cm wide Velcro closure, with which you can
easily attach your 'crossbody' wallet to any belt

or shoulder strap. 

No clumsy, bulky wallet in your pocket or
searching for your wallet in your bag. Anti RFID

material is placed between the leather to
prevent skimming of your passes. This belt wallet

has 3 card slots for cards and a separate
compartment for coins. You can store between 3-

6 cards in the 3 card slots. The front closes with
invisible magnets, so you have quick access to

your cards and money. 

CARD WALLET BELT COIN

SRP 45 EURO



CARD WALLET BELT CARDS



The black belt / bag wallet for bank cards
only is a unique Valenta product and made
of genuine leather and specially made to

wear on your belt or to attach to your
crossbody / handbag. On the back of this
wallet is a 5 cm wide Velcro closure, with

which you can easily attach the 'crossbody'
wallet to any belt or shoulder strap. No
clumsy, bulky wallet in your pocket or

searching for your wallet in your bag. Anti
RFID material is placed between the leather
to prevent skimming of your passes. This belt
wallet has 6 compartments for (bank) cards.
The 6 boxes hold between 6-12 cards. The
front closes with invisible magnets, so you

have quick access to your passes. A unique
bag from Valenta. Available in black or

brown.

CARD WALLET BELT CARDS

SRP 45 EURO



UNIVERSAL PHONE LANYARD



Always your hands free with Valenta's universal cell
phone lanyard. The soft neck lanyard for your mobile
is universal and adhesive, so you can easily use the

silicon patch in any phone case. The universal
smartphone necklace is adjustable and you can wear
it around your neck or shoulder as a crossbody, which
ensures the perfect fit. Total length around is 140 cm.
On the back of the vegan leather pad is an adhesive
sticker that you stick on your phone for extra safety, if

you also want to use this smartphone lanyard with
patch for a case with an open bottom. 

The metal carabiner is sturdy and of a sleek design.
The cell phone lanyard is made of soft textile and is

available in 5 colors. The total length of the telephone
cord is 140 cm. This colored universal smartphone

lanyard is recommended to wear at a festival, trade
show or while travelling. In addition, you can also use

the cord without the patch for a badge, keys or a nice
bag.

UNIVERSAL PHONE LANYARD

SRP 12,95 EURO



UNIVERSAL MAGSAFE STICKER



UNIVERSAL MAGSAFE STICKER

This sticker offers the possibility to charge wirelessly, but
also to use all Magsafe accessories, such as a Magsafe
car holder, Magsafe telephone holder or the Magsafe

card holders.
Are you not using an Apple phone, but a different

brand? This universal sticker is also suitable for almost all
Samsung, Google, Huawei, LG, Sony, Xiaomi and Oppo

models. For all compatibility see below the list of brands
and devices.

With the positioning card, it is very easy to apply once
and can be used on almost all materials. The Valenta

Magsafe Universal sticker is available in white or black.

From the iPhone 12, the Magsafe technology has been
applied. Magsafe is a system from Apple for charging

your Smartphone or attaching all kinds of Magsafe
accessories. This is done via special magnets, it clicks

perfectly and is very sturdy.

SRP 14,95 EURO



CARD CASE  PLUS WALLET



Full-grained leather, smooth
structure

Aluminum RFID hard case inside
Dutch design, Handmade

Embossed Valenta Logo outside
Space for 6 to 7 cards in card

holder
Suitable for up to 10 passes

Space for bills behind elastic band
Extra storage at the back of the

card holder
Sliding system, button closure

in 5 colors

CARD CASE  PLUS WALLET

SRP 44,95 EURO



CARD CASE  PLUS



The Card Case Plus is a very slim
Card Holder with a leather sleeve.

The card holder can store 6-7
cards in the aluminium part. 

The outside Cardslot holds your
cash or another 2 cards. 

The front holds an extra
compartment for your public

transport or most used card. Due to
the sliding system at the bottom, the

cards come up gradually in a
smooth movement. In Black, Brown,
Vintage Blue and Vintage Brown

CARD CASE  PLUS

SRP 34,95 EURO



CARD CASE ALUMINIUM



The Valenta Card Case Aluminium is a
solid, compact aluminum holder. 

The Card Holder has anti-RFID materials
which secure your cards from skimming.
The holder can hold 6 to 8 (bank)cards.

You can easily pull out the cards using the
opening at the top. 

RFID Protection
in Black or Silver

6-7 Cards

CARD CASE ALUMINIUM

SRP 19,95 EURO



CARD CASE ALUMINIUM PLUS



The card holder can store 6-7 cards
in the aluminium part. 

Due to the sliding system at the
bottom, the cards come up

gradually in a smooth movement.

RFID Protection
in Black or Silver

6-7 Cards

CARD CASE ALUMINIUM PLUS

SRP 19,95 EURO



Aluminum RFID hard case inside
Full-grain leather, smooth structure

Dutch design
Handmade

In Black or Black/Blue
Embossed Valenta Logo outside

With 2 cardslots on Front & Back
Space for 8-10 cards

Valenta's Easy-out system

CARD CASE  POCKET DUO

SRP 34,95 EURO



Aluminum RFID hard case inside
Full-grain leather, smooth structure

Dutch design
Handmade

In Black or Black/Blue/Cognac
Embossed Valenta Logo outside

Space for 4-6 cards
Valenta's Easy-out system

CARD CASE  POCKET

SRP 29,95 
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